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On the road, we
notice a lot of folks use
a padlock instead of a
standard pin to secure
the trailer coupler. We
trailer more than the
average bears, and we
have yet to see someone
steal a moving trailer.
Plus, who wants to de-ice
a lock every time you unhitch? We suggest
using the standard pin while hauling and
locking up while you’re parked. Using the pin
provides an easy way to keep your electrical
connector out of the snow and ice as well!

standing inside, and
driving sleds on and off
the ramp only requires a
slight bend of the neck
to get in and out.
The LowRider Hybrid
TC trailers are geared for
transport. You might fit
a few more accessories
in there, but it’s not necessarily meant to be a
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trailer for wrenching in.
If you’re looking for
something simple, stylish, and at the top end
of functionality, the
LowRider Hybrid TC
trailers from Triton are
worth a look. Cost varies
on length and options.
MORE INFO: www.
tritontrailers.com

KickAss Wipes

I

f there’s one garage item we would
recommend to any snowmobiler
(or anyone who owns a garage or
trailer) it’s these KickAss Work
Wipes. Anytime you find yourself
with dirt, grease and grime on your
hands, tools or sled, these should be
your new “go-to.”
Axle grease, spray paint, injection
oil, adhesives … you name it – there
is not a substance we haven’t tried
to get off with these. Plus, they are
great on nearly any surface. We’ve
used these wipes on our hands, work
benches, sled plastic, trailers and
more. KickAss wipes are a fabric
wipe with a rough side for scrubbing, but their unique composition
won’t scratch the surfaces. As mentioned, we’ve used these wipes to
scrub down sled hoods and other smooth surfaces without leaving a
scratch. The smooth side is perfect for even the manliest man’s delicate hands, and it keeps them from cracking, unlike pumice soaps.
These are waterless wipes, so they don’t leave streaks or residue
behind. KickAss wipes just get the job done, and that’s why we keep
them in our truck, trailer and garage.
Wipes are available in 20-count canisters ($5.95) or 400-count
buckets ($64.95). MORE INFO: www.kickasswipes.com
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